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LabConnect offers a broad range  
of testing and capabilities to speed  
your research
Clinical trials have become more rigorous, specialized, and 
heterogeneous across the globe. This creates increased pressure and 
complexity while shrinking the time windows for preparing samples  
for analysis.

Velocity without losing viability. LabConnect prioritizes access to 
the right labs, customized to your protocols. We offer robust global 
harmonization whether working with our labs or yours. Our Global 
Sample Processing Network (GSPN) provides more locations around 
the world than any other central lab. We can also perform specialized 
preparation in-region to ensure precious time isn’t wasted. 

The world’s #1 most comprehensive testing capabilities  
across a wide range of therapeutic areas:

⦿  Clinical Pathology

⦿  Biomarker Analysis

⦿  Pharmacogenomics

⦿  Anatomic Pathology

⦿  Molecular Diagnostics

⦿  Analytical Chemistry

⦿  Sample Processing
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Built for speed and to address  
shipping and standardization challenges  
Our global laboratory network gives you access to more points of 
service than any other central lab – reducing the travel distance of your 
samples from your investigator sites, driving lower cost and operational 
efficiencies, and maintaining your sample’s integrity. To ensure quality, 
sample processing harmonization is measured in real-time: 

⦿  PBMC local isolation and cryopreservation, then run centrally; can 
also be run regionally with LabConnect’s FSP oversight to ensure 
standardization

⦿ Robust flow cytometry offering

⦿ DNA/RNA extraction, frozen tumor tissue, FFPE, etc

⦿ Aliquoting services

Real acceleration. Real results. The LabConnect team created a 
comprehensive service package for a client to meet the needs of their 
dynamic, complex cell and gene therapy study. Working diligently with 
our specialty labs, the most appropriate assays and testing plans were 
selected and created to produce quality data while being cost-effective. 
There were 23 unique assays, 8 specialty labs and, 1 satisfied client.

 
About Us: LabConnect delivers Central Laboratory Services and Functional Service 
Provider Solutions tailored to meet your critical clinical trial milestones. For 20+ years,  
we have helped organizations like yours handle the increasingly complex requirements  
of the drug development process without missing a beat.

Ready to accelerate your next trial?  

Visit labconnect.com/contact-us

Contact Us
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